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Steps to your Success

1.  Once you are certified you are now ready 
to schedule yourself in the pharmacy you 
indicated you were interested in at the time 
of recruitment. If there are hours posted 
within that pharmacy go ahead and follow the 
instructions in the SmartD Rx Agent Portal 
Training for self-scheduling. Do not contact 
the pharmacy to inquire about hours as this 
could result in us reporting incorrect hours 
to CMS. If you have questions about why 
there are no hours listed in the pharmacy you 
showed interest in please contact the SmartD 
Rx Agent Hotline for assistance. Remember, 
the agent who completed certification first 
will have access to the hours first.

2.  Once you are assigned a pharmacy and have 
accepted the scheduled hours please make 
contact with the pharmacy owner or manager 
to introduce yourself. Make the phone call 
3 or more days prior to your first day in the 
store. Be sure to give the pharmacy your 
contact information, an email, a phone 
number or both.

3.  Be on time to all of your scheduled 
appointments. If there is a reason you  
will be late or unable to make it,  
contact the SmartD Rx agent hotline  
at 855-552-2885, as soon as possible.  
After contacting the agent hotline  
please contact the pharmacy  
owner or manager to let them  
know you are delayed  
as well.

4.  Bring all necessary materials with you each 
day, table, chairs, enrollment materials, 
pens, banners, etc. 

5.  Treat all pharmacists and pharmacy staff 
with respect.

6.  Respond to all pharmacist inquiries in a 
timely and courteous manner.

7.  Dress in business casual attire, do not use 
your cell phone for personal reasons and do 
not chew gum or eat while at your station.

8.  If you have any problems while 
in the store, you or the  
pharmacist should  
contact the SmartD Rx  
agent support hotline  
at 855-552-2885.
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Agent Responsibilities

•   Agent must be licensed in each state they plan 
on participating in the pharmacy program with 
SmartD Rx.

•   Agent must be contracted and certified 
with SmartD Rx before participating in the 
pharmacy program.

•   Must utilize only SmartD Rx approved sales 
materials.

•   All promotional materials and sales practices 
must be in compliance with CMS requirements 
(refer to certification for details).

•   Must comply with federal and safe laws and 
regulations related to insurers, general agents 
and brokers as well as laws and regulations 
specific to Medicare and Medicare Part D 
Plans.

•   Agents are prohibited from offering or giving 
remuneration to induce the referral of a 
Medicare beneficiary, to induce a person to 
purchase, arrange for, or recommend the 
purchase or ordering of an item or service paid 
in whole or in part by the Medicare program.

     Any promotional activities or items offered 
by PDPs, including those used for  
retention of members, must:

 -  be of nominal value
 -  be offered to all eligible members
 -   not be in the form of cash or other 

monetary rebates
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Tips for Selling  
Smart Insurance Company Part D

1.  Encourage your clients to relax and 
let them know you are there to help 
with their prescription drug coverage 
needs.

2.  Treat all potential enrollees the same 
regardless of income status.

3.  Get to know your client to identify 
which SmartD Rx plan is the best plan 
for them.

4.  Inform your client that it’s ok to take 
time to think about his or her needs. 

5.  Provide clients with your schedule if 
they would like time to think about 
their options.

6.  Do not steer an enrollee to a plan 
that is not in the best interest  
of the prospective enrollee.



Putting Pharmacists at Ease
Pharmacist Concern
“The last agent we worked with didn’t seem 
to help much. He took applications but did 
not educate or help the client enroll in the 
appropriate plan.”

Agent Response 
“Several factors go into selecting the best plan 
for the beneficiary and it can be difficult to 
determine the best fit. Rest assured that, like 
yours, my reputation is extremely important 
and I will do what is necessary to ensure your 
patients enroll in the most appropriate plan.”

Pharmacist Concern
“Agents in the past have been late for their 
scheduled appointments and it has caused  
a lot of confusion to our clients.”

Agent Response 
“I can assure you that all agents that have 
been selected to work in your store have been 
carefully selected and trained on all regulations 
regarding the urgency for being on time  
for their scheduled appointments.”

Pharmacist Concern
“Are all the agents trained on the CMS 
regulations regarding Part D as well as the 
SmartD Rx benefits?”

Agent Response 
“All agents go through a rigorous training 
program on Medicare 101 and SmartD Rx  
plan benefits before being scheduled  
in any pharmacy.” 
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Agent FAQ’s
Q.  I sell several other insurance products 

in addition to Medicare Part D. What if a 
client approaches me in a pharmacy and 
asks if I offer any other products?

A.  If the product is listed on the Scope of 
Appointment (SOA) (i.e. Med Supp or 
Hospital Indemnity) you must inform the 
client that they can fill out the SOA and 
then you can set up an appointment 48 
hours later. You can only discuss the Part 
D carriers that have been reported to 
CMS through our pharmacy  
reporting system.

Q.  A potential client is more interested in 
an MA-PD, can I fill out an enrollment 
application at a scheduled pharmacy 
appointment?

A.  If you are representing a Part D carrier 
only you cannot take an application at 
that appointment. You will need to have 
the client fill out a SOA for MA-PD and 
visit them 48 hours later. 

Q.  A client approaches me and is persistent 
that I speak to them about annuities. 
How do I respond without losing a 
potential client?

A.  It’s important to stress to the client that 
you are more than happy to meet with 
them in the future however you are at a 
CMS Scheduled Sales Event and can 
only discuss Part D Plans that have been 
reported to CMS. You can give them your 
business card and ask them to contact 
you at another time. 

Q.  Can I hand out my SmartD Rx agent 
business card to a client who wants to 
speak about other products?

A.  You can hand out your business card but 
be sure to reference Part D. If the client 
needs something other than Part D you 

would fill out an expanded  
SOA and set an appointment  
48 hours later. 

Q.  I want to provide a sign-in sheet 
to capture beneficiary information, 
is this compliant?

A.  You may provide a sign-in sheet 
but MUST state the completion  
of the sheet is optional. 

Q.  I am going to be 20 minutes 
late to my scheduled pharmacy 
appointment, what do I do?

A.  You 
must 
call 
the 

SmartD 
Rx Agent 
Support 
Hotline as soon 
as you know you 
will be late. They 
can be reached at 
855-552-2885. If this 
is the first time you have 
been late, you are allowed 
one more occurrence before 
your contract will be  
terminated.

Q.  I have a family emergency on 
the day of my scheduled event 
and can’t call to notify anyone 
and don’t show up, what 
happens to my  
contract?
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A.  In this instance you will be 
terminated and will not be  
allowed to re-contract. 

Q.  I have a scheduled pharmacy 
appointment on Tuesday but find 
out on the Friday before that I 
might not be able to attend, is 
it’s ok to wait until Monday to let 
Agent Support know?

A.  If there is any chance you will 
not be able to make it to your 
Pharmacy you must notify the 
SmartD Rx Agent Support Hotline 
72 hours in advance of the 
scheduled sales event. 

Q.  If SmartD Rx isn’t 
the best plan for the 
client can I enroll 
them in another plan 
right there in the 
pharmacy?

A.  If the carrier that fits 
your client has reported 
a sales event to CMS 
utilizing our Pharmacy 
Reporting System then 
you can complete that 
enrollment right there. If 
it hasn’t been reported 
you must take a Scope 
of Appointment and 
schedule an appointment 
at another location 48 
hours later. You will be 
notified of which plans 
you can represent before 
your appointment via 
email.

       Q.  Can I display Part D or MA 
carrier materials at my SmartD 
Rx table, such as brochures 
or enrollment forms?

A.  You should only have SmartD Rx 
material on display. If it turns out 
that another carriers plan is the 
best fit you should take a SOA 
form and visit with that client  
after the 48 hour waiting period.

Q.   Can I bring donuts or muffins 
to my scheduled pharmacy 
appointment for the potential 
clients?

A.  You cannot provide meals or 
snacks at any scheduled sales 
event per CMS regulations.

Q.  Can I talk about non-healthcare 
products during a scheduled  
sales event?

A.  You may ONLY talk about 
the products that have been 
reported to CMS at a scheduled 
sales event. 

Q.  Do I need to fill out a Scope of 
Appointment for everyone that  
I speak with in a pharmacy?

A.  SmartD Rx will report a scheduled 
sales event any time you are in a 
pharmacy and they require you 
to take a SOA for everyone you 
speak to. 

Q.  What happens if a pharmacist 
asks for a time or date change for 
my scheduled appointment?

A.  You will be notified as soon as we 
are made aware of the change. If 
you cannot make it you will not be 
penalized as this was out of your 
control. If you are able to make it 
we will go ahead and change the 
appointment information in our 
scheduling system and you will 
receive email and text reminders 
before your event. 
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Q.  I have a cell phone but can’t receive or send text 
messages, how will I be able to check in and out  
of my scheduled appointment in the pharmacy?

A.  You will be able to call our Agent Support Hotline and 
they can check you in and out. They can be reached  
at 855-552-2885.

Q.  I have an appointment in a pharmacy tomorrow 
morning that I can’t make but my friend Dave who  
is also contracted and certified with Smart Insurance 
Company Part D can make it, is this acceptable?

A.  This event was scheduled and reported to CMS using 
you as the agent, you must notify us at least 72 hours  
in advance if you can’t make it. In this situation Dave 
could not sit in for you as he was not the agent  
reported to CMS.

Q.  I have an appointment in a pharmacy tomorrow morning 
but have run out of SmartD Rx enrollment information, 
can I access this information online and print what I need?

A.  Yes, you will be able to access via the SmartD Rx agent 
portal.

Q.  I am at my scheduled pharmacy appointment and the 
pharmacist decides he/she doesn’t want an agent  
there today, what do I do?

A.  If this happens contact our Agent Support Hotline 
immediately and inform them of the situation. They  
will instruct you what to do next. 

Q.  A client is interested in signing up for SmartD Rx but 
doesn’t have his/her Medicare card handy, what do I do?

A.  Tell them when you will be back in the pharmacy and ask 
them to stop by then. You could also set an appointment 
up in their home for 48 hours later. 

Q.  How long do I have to turn in an enrollment form?
A.  You must turn in an enrollment form within 48 hours of 

the beneficiary signature. This timeframe does include 
weekends. 

Q.  I’ve received an email that states I am missing information 
on an enrollment form I submitted, how long do I have  
to complete and submit?

A.  You will need to turn in the corrected enrollment form 
within 24 hours of the email. This timeframe does  
include weekends. 

Q.  I have run out of enrollment kits, how do I get more?
A.  Please call the agent supply hotline 

at 855-552-2885 or email  
supplies@smartdrxagent.com 
to order more supplies.
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Please follow the guidelines below 
in order to remain in good standing 

•   Agent cancels more than 72 hours from scheduled  
event - allowed 1 occurrence, on the 2nd occurrence  
you will be terminated from the program.  

•   Agent is late to event – allowed 2 occurrences before  
being terminated from program.

•   Agent cancels less than 72 hours from the scheduled  
event - you may be terminated from the program, as  
this will result in a compliance violation from CMS.

•   Agent no shows at scheduled event - termination  
from program.

Walgreens
Rules for Conducting Agent/Broker Events at  
Walgreens Stores During the Annual Enrollment  
Period of October 15th through December 7th. 
 
Rules of Engagement:  
•    Agents/brokers shall only exhibit during the times, and in  

those Walgreens stores, provided to the broker/agent by  
the relevant Sponsor, approved by Walgreens Regional  
Vice President and Walgreens Market Vice President;

•   Agents/brokers need to stay at their station and not walk 
around the store while idle or engage Walgreens team 
members in social conversations or otherwise disrupt their 
workload. Unsolicited contact with Walgreens customers  
or team members is not permitted;

•   Agents/brokers will not obstruct the store entrance or a 
customer’s easy access to the store or products in the store;

•   Agents/brokers must not remove any items from store  
shelves or use them as sales props;

•   Agents/brokers shall ensure each store is staffed to address 
customer demand as to avoid missed customer  
appointments or delays;

•   In-store setup location and time will be determined by the 
Store Manager and is subject to weather, store schedules, 
promotions, etc.;

•   Agents/brokers need to be dressed appropriately  
(professional attire), use appropriate language and conduct 
themselves in a professional manner (e.g. no eating at the 
table, no personal business, etc);

•   Only informal, one-on-one customer meetings will be held at  
a Walgreens store (no “formal” or group sales presentations);

•    Only trained health plan agents/brokers who are monitored by 
both health plan(s) and CMS may exhibit in Walgreens stores;

•   Brokers/agents licenses and fees shall be up to date and are 
not the responsibility of Walgreens;

•    Except to the extent prohibited by law, brokers/agents will 
only display materials at their assigned space for Medicare 
prescription drug plans with which Walgreens will be affiliated 
during the 2013 Medicare plan year; although nothing in this 
rule is intended to interfere with any broker’s/agent’s licensure 
obligation to respond to a customer’s questions regarding 
other plans;  

•    All agent/broker activities will be conducted in compliance 
with these Rules, the Medicare Marketing Guidelines and all 
applicable federal and state laws, including laws applicable  
to insurance marketing activities;

•    All issues encountered by agents/brokers shall be directed 
to the respective Walgreens Regional Vice President  and 
Walgreens Market Vice President for resolution;

•    Any issues experienced by Store Managers will be escalated 
to the respective Walgreens Regional Vice President and 
Walgreens Market Vice President for resolution; 

•    In the event of an unforeseen or emergency cancellation  
by the health plan agent/broker, the cancelling agent/broker  
will provide notice immediately to the Store Manager and any 
customers which agent/broker planned to meet with at the 
Walgreens store; and

•    Walgreens reserves the right to remove any broker/agent  
from a store due to non-compliance with these Rules.

Agent Disciplinary Process
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Pharmacy Interview Sheet
Agent Name:       
NPN:
Appointment Date:
Pharmacy Name:
Store Manager:
Pharmacist(s) Name(s):
Address:    
City:     State:       Zip:
Phone Number:   E-mail:    
NCPDP:   NABP: 

Pharmacy Information:
1.  How many Medicare patient scripts do you fill on average?
 
2.  What kind of patient inquiries do you typically get 

regarding Medicare?
 
3.  What day/times do the Medicare-eligible typically  

visit the store?

In-Store Information:
1.  Start Date:
2.  Days in Store:   Hours:

In-Store Checklist:
•   Locate table and chairs for in-store
•   Finalize location for in-store
•   Retrieve marketing materials shipped directly to store

Store Manager/Pharmacist Signature   
Date:

    Fax Form (no cover sheet needed) to: 855-764-7424
    Or E-Mail Form: scheduling@smartdrxagent.com
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Agent Pharmacy Script
Hello, my name is____________________and I 
am here today on behalf of the new SmartD Rx 
Prescription Drug Plan to schedule the most 
convenient times and days for me to walk your 
patients and caregivers through their options  
for prescription drug coverage. 
 
NOTE: Use the pharmacist interview 
form to complete the process.
 
IF THE STORE MANAGER DOES NOT KNOW 
WHAT SMARTD IS—SmartD Rx is a new Medicare-
approved Prescription Drug Plan that is working 
with pharmacies to place licensed SmartD 
Rx representatives in your store to answer 
Medicare Part D questions. We have been 
informed that communications on this 
program has been sent to you. Please see 
SmartD Rx agent portal for letters of introduction.

Thank you for allowing us to make your store a  
“go-to” location for Medicare Part D education.  
We are excited about improving satisfaction  
among your loyal pharmacy patients  
and driving new customers to your  
store with SmartD Rx.

**  Make sure the pharmacy representative signs the form  
and indicates the days/times they want you in the store.  
Make sure it’s faxed or emailed to the agent  
support unit as soon as possible.
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